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‘offering wellbeing and social contact for carers’

NICE proposes removing complementary therapies from their guideline

Breathing

NICE (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence) is currently reviewing its guideline
for ‘Improving supportive and palliative care in adults’. The draft scope proposes removing
“complementary therapies” from the NICE guideline (line 109 of the draft scope). Given
the contribution and role that complementary therapies play towards helping improve the
wellbeing of people in palliative care, this latest attack on CAM (Complementary and Alternative
Medicine) represents a slap in the face and a backward step for healthcare generally.

I’ve been very fortunate to not only have
been taught but also to have had the
opportunity to work with Leon Chaitow
ND, DO. Some of you may know that
Boris Chaitow (Leon’s uncle) together
with Stanley Lief founded Champneys
in 1925 as a naturopathic health resort.
Leon has written over 70 health related
books (at the last count!) including
- “Multidisciplinary Approaches to
Breathing Pattern Disorders”.

The immediate reaction from the CAM community has been predictable - to quickly respond
and challenge this proposal. The CNHC (Complementary and Natural Healthcare Council) has
responded by asking organisations in supportive and palliative care to register as stakeholders
with NICE in order to take action in response to the consultation. The consultation closed on
29 January 2016 at 5.00pm.
Unfortunately as a result of the quick
reaction from the CAM community we
have missed what I believe to be an
even more important proposal from
NICE; to remove from the guidelines the
right for the patient to be heard (line 112
- remove “user involvement in planning,
delivering and evaluating services”).
Charities and charity steering group
forums are usually made up of service
users in order to tailor services to their
(service users) needs, thus helping to
better inform the charities strategic direction. I believe that removing this fundamental right
of the patient to be heard will have far greater repercussions on palliative care than just the
removal of complementary therapies per se.
Hope you all have a great 2016.
Disclaimer
The information in this newsletter is provided for general information purposes only and should not be
relied upon as a substitute for sound professional medical advice from a qualified healthcare practitioner.

I make no apologies for my eagerness to
promote the practise of correct breathing.
Simple easy to learn practical breathing
rehabilitation techniques augmented
by postural exercises and methods
eg; Qigong, yoga, meditation, stress
management, etc, is in our experience
a very cost effective intervention for
promoting health and wellbeing in carers.
Firstly, as a direct result of the treatment
programme itself, and secondly through
the subsequent application of techniques
learned during the programme by the
participants themselves.
Additionally
self help preventative exercises can help
reduce the risk of symptoms reoccurring.
To summarise - breathing disorders are;
commonly habitual, easily recognized,
and usually capable of being improved or
eliminated.

Sign up to our newsletter mailing list by emailing carers.wellbeing@gmail.com with ‘CWI Newsletter’ in the subject line.

Some of the therapies we use – Tai Chi and Qigong
Tai Chi and Qigong are an easy to learn system of energy enhancing exercises that co-ordinate
movement with breathing and inner concentration.
Although Tai Chi is a subtle martial art, it has many therapeutic qualities. This is because the emphasis
on performing the movements of Tai Chi is not on exertion or strength, but on concentration, balance
and relaxation. When Tai chi is performed for health, it is a form of Qigong. The collective term ‘Tai
Chi / Qigong’ is used to represent this type of practice. While Tai Chi and Qigong are similar, they are
not one and the same.
Tai Chi is a slow, flowing exercise often practiced as empty hand or weapon form, or paired practice known as push hands. Qigong is energy
cultivation through exercise, meditation, breath control and self-massage with origins in Chinese medicine. ‘Qi’ (or Chi or Ki) means life
energy. ‘Gong’ means dedicated practice.
The essential components of these exercise arts are; dynamic movement, static standing and sitting postures, breathing regulation, meditation
and self-administered massage. Furthermore, like all eastern movement therapies, Tai Chi and Qigong incorporate a mind-body approach in
the treatment of disorders, which distinguishes it from most western methods of rehabilitation.
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Texting: Adaptational Demands & Respiratory Consequences
12 students, all familiar with texting, were monitored with surface electromyography (SEMG),
skin conductance (SC) from the palm of the non-texting hand, as well as respiration.
Results indicated that ALL subjects showed significant increases in respiration rate, heart rate,
SC, and shoulder and thumb SEMG - compared to baseline measures. 83% reported hand
and neck pain during texting, and held their breath and experienced sympathetic arousal when
receiving text messages. Most were unaware of these physiological changes. The study suggests
that frequent triggering of these responses (freezing for stability + shallow breathing) may increase musculoskeletal symptoms.
Lin IM, Peper E 2009 Psychophysiological patterns during cell phone text messaging: a preliminary study. Appl Psychophysiol Biofeedback. 34(1):53-57

Correlation Between Faulty Breathing Mechanics and Musculoskeletal Pain?
A convenience sample of 111 patients attending a chiropractic clinic were evaluated for links between their health, pain histories and
faulty breathing criteria, including obvious paradoxical breathing, or a tendency to raise the upper chest to initiate inhalation. 56.4%
demonstrated faulty breathing on relaxed inhalation, rising to 75% when taking a deep breath. 87% reported a history of various
musculoskeletal pain problems. Only neck pain had a significant correlation with dysfunctional breathing patterns (p = 0.039)
“Chances are 3 in 4 that new patients seen today will have faulty breathing patterns.”
Perri M Halford E 2004 Pain and faulty breathing: a pilot study. Journal of Bodywork and Movement Therapies 8:237-312

We hardly ever pay attention to our breathing unless we
develop a condition such as asthma, or a cold or flu. Getting
such a common event as respiration correct can have an
enormous affect on our health and is also very much at the
centre of our emotions. Most of us as adults breathe within
a range of 12 – 20 breaths a minute. However, when you
feel tense or anxious you are more likely to take quicker,
shallower breaths using your upper chest. Yet breathing
with the upper chest is inefficient and makes you feel less
relaxed and more anxious than diaphragmatic breathing –
breathing with the belly.
Breathing regulation and control are affected by our
emotions and equally our emotions affect our breathing.
The earliest published study relating to breathing and our
emotions dates to 1916 and concerned the respiratory
changes that accompany anger, disgust, wonder, pleasure,
pain and fear as well as laughter and hatred (Feleky A. The
Influence of the Emotions on Respirations. J Exp Psycho
1916. 1: 218-41).

Chanting, prayer & breathing
Respiratory (and cardiovascular) effects of rosary prayer
(‘Ave Maria’ in Latin) and recitation of a yoga mantra
were assessed – compared with spontaneous breathing.
Results were similar, showing a slowing of respiration and
synchronisation of all cardiovascular rhythms. This influence
on autonomic activity, represented by THM (Traube-HeringMeyer) oscillations, may offer great benefits to health.
Bernardi L Sleight P et al 2001 Effect of Rosary Prayer and Yoga Mantras
on Autonomic Cardiovascular Rhythms. British Medical Journal 323:
1446 – 1449

A Fowl Story

The following is a reproduced shortened version of part of an
article written by Leon Chaitow ND, DO in 2008, entitled Breathing
Patterns, Connective Tissue and Soft Shelled Eggs.
“During the 1980s, a commercial egg farmer noticed his hens
were laying soft shelled eggs. The birds were being housed in
very crowded and hot conditions, and the option of making them
free range or installing air conditioning was not economically
possible. Veterinary experts decided that, as the birds were
obviously hyperventilating, their calcium metabolism was
disturbed, leading to the egg problem. They provided the hens
with carbonated water and shortly after that, the egg quality
returned to normal.
What we can learn from this is that the symptoms of
hyperventilation (calcium disturbance in this instance) can be
modified by biochemical interventions. The farmer’s problem
was solved, but the stress of the chickens was untouched. Other
choices might have been tried, for example calming music,
soothing aromas, massage, cranio-sacral therapy or even
reflexology any or all of which might well have had a calming
effect, resulting in slower breathing. But what would have
really helped the chickens was unavailable (free range life, air
conditioning, etc).
Now consider the stressed patients with multiple minor symptoms.
Through massage and/or reflexology and/or aromatherapy
these complex, highly stressed, individuals can be offered safe,
symptomatic relief and moments of calm.
But what would help them most would probably be some
life changing event that cannot be provided. However such
individuals can be taught to respond to the stress/pain/fatigue
differently - perhaps through methods such as altering their
breathing.”

To find out more about our services, please call us on 07966 622 089,
email carers.wellbeing@gmail.com or visit our website at www.tcwi.org.uk

